Telling Time the “Smart Way” (Part A)

Say it the “regular way” — five thirteen
Say it the “smart way” — thirteen after five
Or you could also say — thirteen past five

Write each time the “smart way”.

a. 4:12
b. 6:05
c. 9:20
d. 11:24
e. 2:07
f. 9:09
g. 12:17
h. 12:22
i. 1:01
j. 5:08
k. 7:29
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Say it the “regular way” – five thirteen
Say it the “smart way” – thirteen after five
Or you could also say – thirteen past five

Write each time the “smart way”.

a. 4:12 twelve minutes after four
b. 6:05 five minutes after six
c. 9:20 twenty minutes after nine
d. 11:24 twenty-four minutes after eleven
e. 2:07 seven minutes after two
f. 9:09 nine minutes after nine
g. 12:17 seventeen minutes after twelve
h. 12:22 twenty-two minutes after twelve
i. 1:01 one minutes after one
j. 5:08 eight minutes after five
k. 7:29 twenty-nine minutes after seven
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